North Downs Home Learning Projects and Activities

Year 2 - Week beginning 18/5/20
Weekly Maths Tasks
(Aim to do 1 per day)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/z7s22sg/
year-2-and-p3-lessons/1

You could also try the following
activities:

Weekly Reading Tasks
(Aim to do 1 per day)
Our work this week is based Instructions. All of the
resources you need (in blue) are attached in the
documents with this week’s tasks.
Day 1 – Story time.
a) Go to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ra4pZ3OTU
KA&t=32s and listen to Neil Gaiman read his
book, Instructions.
b) Which fairy tale characters and settings did you
recognise in the story?
c) Why is the story called Instructions? Did you hear
any instructions being given in the story?
Day 2 - All about instructions
a. Carefully read through The Features of
Instructions.
b. Now read the three instructions on Catching a
Dragon.
c. Write the next three instructions.
d. Read How to Catch a Dragon and compare these
instructions with your own.
e. Whose might be more successful in helping you to
catch a dragon?! Why do you think that?
Day 3 Comprehension
Read Dream on then try Questions about Dream On.
a. Write your answers in the spaces provided.
b. Go back and check with the story if you are not
sure of an answer.
c. Re-read your answers to check that what you
have written makes sense.

Day 4 It’s reading time!
Read all about How to Escape a Giant.
a. Are all the sentences commands? See if you can
spot the sentence that is not a command.
Day 5 – Reading recipes
Find a cooking book in the house or online and read the
ingredients and method needed to make something..Are
these like instructions? How do you know?

.

Weekly Phonics/Spellings Tasks

Weekly Writing Tasks

(some of these can be repeated over the
week)
This week’s ‘pattern’ is the possessive
apostrophe (for singular nouns), e.g. the
coat belongs to Simon=Simon’s coat.

(Aim to do 1 per day)

•

Find five examples (choose a
name/person/animal and an
object) that use the spelling rule
and write them down e.g. dog and
bone. Then write it down using an
apostrophe to show possession e.g.
The dog’s bone.

•

This week’s common exception
words are half, money, even, cube
and cuboid. Use them to play a
spelling bingo game

•

Try Misspelling Spotters sheet
below, it’s a new one.

Our work this week is based Instructions. All of the
resources you need (in blue) are attached in the
documents with this week’s tasks.
Day 1 - Thinking about verbs
a. Say what a verb is – the ‘doing’ or ‘action’
word in a sentence. Remind yourselves by
reading Verbs.
b. There are 9 verbs in the box of words on
Dragon Trapping. How many can you find?
c. Check the Answers to see if you got all of
them. Well done!
d. Now read Features of Instructions and
highlight the verbs. The first two have been
done for you.
e. Are the verbs all bossy? Are they all at or near
the beginning of the sentence? Confirm that
in each case, they are. Check the Answers.

Day 2. Instruction Hunting
Read the first Extract from Instructions.(on features of
Instructions pdf)
a. Find and highlight each instruction in it.
b. How many did you find? Give yourself a point for
each one you find. (There are 16 – see Answers).
Day 3 - Finding bossy verbs, writing bossy sentences
a. Read The Magic Cottage.
b. Highlight all the bossy, instructional verbs.
c. Follow the rest of the instructions.
Day 4. - Laying out a set of instructions

•

•

Try a word wheel challenge (it is
at the bottom of this document).
How many words can you find? Can
you find the 9 letter word?
Write our 10 (or more) pairs of
homophones on cards. Shuffle and
use them to play a game of pairs.
(You have to play all the cards out
randomly and then try and turn 2
homophones over at the same
time.)

a. Look carefully at the layout of How to Escape a
Giant.
b. Find and highlight the following features – (i) the
heading; (ii) bullet points. Do the bullet points go
in order, or are they all jumbled?
c. Read Some Instructions. Have these instructions
been laid out properly, like they have in How to
Escape a Giant?
d. Copy out the instructions, reformatting the
sentences so that you have a clear heading and
numbered or bulleted points in order.
Day 5 - Writing instructions
Write a set of instructions for making beans on toast or
your favourite cake. Can you use imperative verbs?

Learning Project - to be done throughout the week: Viewpoints
(These are things to do through the week…aim for two or more if you can, and feel free to
choose from last week’s activities if there are any you did not do)
Our activities this week are all linked with the topic of Food. We all seem to be doing more of
this at the moment!
Fruit survey: Ask your family the different fruits they like to eat. Collect the information and add it
to a tally chart. Can you represent this information in a particular way?

Restaurant: Can you plan a menu?
Think about what you would like to have on your menu. Can you design a menu for a vegetarian? Can
you design a menu for a vegan? Will you have options on your menu for people who have allergies?
Look around the house for any leaflets or take away menus. What price is the food? Can you do any
meal deals?
Fruit and vegetables printing: Look at the work of the artist: Lynn Flavell. How does she represent
fruit and vegetables? Can you create a piece of artwork in the style of Lynn Flavell.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01d6gw2
News Reporter:
Your challenge is to interview family members and find things they like and dislike? Can they write
down things they like and dislike? Can they compare these to someone else in their family? In your
interview you could create flashcards with words such as: colour, clothes, food, drinks, books,
places, music and then ask a family member to pick a flash card and talk about their likes and
dislikes.
Make some signs for your house:
•

Make and Decorate and/or illustrate some instructions and put them up on around the house
or send to a relative! E.g. next to taps: Wash your hands carefully; By the back door: Take
your shoes off before you come in! On the cupboard: Stop eating biscuits!

